Convergent gene losses illuminate metabolic and physiological changes in herbivores and carnivores
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The repeated evolution of dietary specialization represents a hallmark of mammalian ecology. To detect genomic changes that are associated with dietary adaptations, we performed a systematic screen for convergent gene losses associated with an obligate herbivorous or carnivorous diet in 31 placental mammals. For herbivores, our screen discovered the repeated loss of the triglyceride lipase inhibitor PNLLPRP1, suggesting enhanced triglyceride digestion efficiency. Furthermore, several herbivores lost the pancretic exocytosis factor SYCN, providing an explanation for continuous pancreatic zymogen secretion in these species. For carnivores, we discovered the repeated loss of the hormone-receptor pair INSLS–RXFP4 that regulates appetite and glucose homeostasis, which likely relates to irregular feeding patterns and constant gluconeogenesis. Furthermore, reflecting the reduced need to metabolize plant-derived xenobiotics, several carnivores lost the xenobiotic receptors NR1I3 and NR1I2. Finally, the carnivore-associated loss of the gastrointestinal host defense gene NOX1 could be related to a reduced gut microbiome diversity. By revealing convergent gene losses associated with differences in dietary composition, feeding patterns, and gut microbiomes, our study contributes to understanding how similar dietary specializations evolved repeatedly in mammals.

Adaptations to different food sources resulted in repeated dietary specializations, which constitute a cornerstone of mammalian ecology. While the exact dietary composition is probably unique to every lineage, placental mammals can be classified on a broad scale into herbivores, omnivores, and carnivores. Dietary specialization is associated with a variety of traits. To digest plant material, herbivores often possess an enlarged gastrointestinal tract, which increases the retention time of food and facilitates fermentation by specialized bacterial communities in the gut (1). Dietary specialization is associated with differences in level and activity of gut enzymes and transporters (2). An herbivorous or carnivorous diet is also a major factor that influences gut microbiome composition and diversity (3).

Comparative genomics has started to shed light on the genomic basis of metabolic and physiological differences between herbivorous and carnivorous mammals. For example, functionalizing amino acid changes and positive selection on digestive enzymes and lipid-binding proteins in carnivorous cetaceans and Felidae are likely related to their fat- and protein-rich diet (4, 5). Previous candidate gene studies further revealed associations between the inactivation (loss) of protein-coding genes and dietary specializations. For example, carnivores such as cetaceans and sea lions that typically swallow their prey whole, have lost many receptors for a variety of tastes (6, 7). Cetaceans have lost the pancreatic RNAβ3E1 gene, which is likely related to a change from ancestral herbivorous to a carnivorous diet in this lineage (4). Carnivores also exhibit contracted families of genes involved in starch and sucrose metabolism, and detoxification of plant-derived compounds (5). Whereas the insectivorous placental mammalian ancestor possessed five chitin-digesting genes, repeated losses of these genes occurred in mammals that have few invertebrates in their diet (8). While previous studies provided valuable insights into the association between gene loss and dietary specialization, they typically investigated selected candidate genes or gene families, or were taxonomically limited to specific mammalian lineages.

To systematically detect genomic changes that are associated with an obligate herbivorous or obligate carnivorous diet, we performed an unbiased screen for convergent gene losses that are associated with such dietary specializations in 31 placental mammals. Our screen discovered a number of previously unknown gene losses in herbivores and carnivores that illuminate differences related to dietary composition, feeding patterns, and gut microbiomes.

Results

Classifying Mammals into Independent Herbivore and Carnivore Lineages. To identify convergent gene losses associated with dietary specialization into herbivory and carnivory, we classified placental mammals with a sequenced genome into 16 obligate herbivores and 15 obligate carnivores (Fig. 1 and Dataset S1). Omnivores were excluded from the analysis. Obligate insectivorous mammals were included into the carnivore group. Using a genome-wide screen for convergent gene losses that happened preferentially in herbivores or in carnivores. We discovered repeated losses of genes involved in fat digestion, pancreatic juice secretion, glucose homeostasis, appetite regulation, detoxification, and gut microbiome diversity. Our results reveal genomic changes associated with dietary specialization and illuminate metabolic and physiological changes in herbivorous and carnivorous mammals.

Significance

Mammals repeatedly adapted to specialized diets, including plant-based diets for herbivores and meat- or insect-based diets for carnivores. Apart from consuming diets with different nutritional compositions, obligate herbivores and carnivores differ in other aspects, such as the time spent feeding, regularity of pancreatic juice secretion, exposure to toxic plant-derived compounds, and gut microbiome diversity. To better understand how diet-related changes evolved, we performed genome-wide screens for convergent gene losses that happened preferentially in herbivores or in carnivores. We discovered repeated losses of genes involved in fat digestion, pancreatic juice secretion, glucose homeostasis, appetite regulation, detoxification, and gut microbiome diversity. Our results reveal genomic changes associated with dietary specialization and illuminate metabolic and physiological changes in herbivorous and carnivorous mammals.
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rather strict definition of herbivory and carnivory, we obtained six independent herbivore lineages and five independent carnivore lineages (Fig. 1).

Systematically Identifying Convergent Gene Losses in Herbivores and Carnivores. We conducted a systematic screen for protein-coding genes that are preferentially lost either in independent herbivore lineages or in independent carnivore lineages. To this end, we used gene-loss data generated by a computational approach that accurately detects mutations that inactivate protein-coding genes based on genome alignments (9, 10). Specifically, this approach screens for premature stop codons, splice site-disrupting mutations, frameshifting insertions and deletions, and the deletion of entire exons or even entire genes. All steps that we performed to identify and validate gene losses are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S1.

To robustly detect convergent gene losses in herbivores, we required that a gene is lost in at least three independent herbivore lineages. In addition, we required that the gene exhibits an intact reading frame in at least 80% of all carnivores. An analogous approach was applied to identify convergent gene losses in carnivores. These screens identified 37 genes that are preferentially lost in herbivores and 44 genes that are preferentially lost in carnivores (Datasets S2 and S3).

Serving as positive controls, our screen detected the convergent carnivore loss of two taste receptor genes, TASI1R1 and TASI1R2, and the sour taste marker gene, PKD2LI1, which have previously been linked to mammals with a carnivorous diet (6, 7). We also confirmed and extended previous findings that UGT1A6, a gene encoding a xenobiotic-metabolizing enzyme, is lost in cat, Weddell seal, and walrus (11, 12) (SI Appendix, Figs. S2 and Dataset S4). However, UGT1A6 is not lost in other independent carnivore lineages; hence, it did not meet our criterion of being lost in at least three independent lineages. Apart from detecting a few known gene losses, the majority of the 37 and 44 convergent gene losses have not been described before.

Identifying Convergent Gene Losses Related to Dietary Specializations. To explore which of the 37 herbivore- and 44 carnivore-associated genes have diet-related functions, we investigated whether these genes are enriched for certain gene ontology (GO) terms. Although we did not identify significant enrichments after correcting for multiple testing, the top-ranked GO terms indicate potentially diet-related associations (Datasets S5 and S6). For herbivore-associated gene losses, these GO terms include “exocytosis” [SYCN (syncollin), MIA3]. For carnivore-associated gene losses, top-ranked GO terms include “positive regulation of feeding behavior” [RXFP4 (relaxin family peptide/INSL5 receptor 4), INSL5 (insulin like 5)], “taste receptor activity” (TASI1R1, TASI1R2), and “arachidonic acid secretion” (PLA2G2C, PLA2G2A).

Importantly, not every gene that is preferentially lost in either herbivores or carnivores has an obvious diet-related function. This is exemplified by PLCZ1, the top-ranked gene identified in the herbivore screen (Dataset S2), which is involved in oocyte activation (13). Therefore, to evaluate which of the lost genes have diet-related functions, we performed a literature search for the two sets of top-ranked 20 genes. This search revealed six genes with functions that are relevant for dietary specialization: PNLPRP1 (pancreatic lipase related protein 1) and SYCN, which have different functions in the pancreas and are preferentially lost in herbivores; and INSL5, RXFP4, NRI13 (nucleotide receptor subfamily 1 group 1 member 3), and NOXI (NADPH oxidase 1), which are involved in food intake regulation, glucose homeostasis, xenobiotics detoxification, and innate immunity and are preferentially lost in carnivores (Fig. 1).

None of these six gene losses have been described before in these species. Examples of inactivating mutations in each of these genes are shown in Fig. 2. All inactivating mutations in all gene-loss species and their overlap with functional protein domains are provided in SI Appendix, Figs. S3–S8. The percentage of the reading frame that remains intact, which contrasts the pattern of gene loss versus gene conservation between herbivores and carnivores, is shown in Fig. 3.

Validating the Convergent Gene Losses. To rule out that any of these gene losses were falsely detected due to artifacts, such as base errors in genome assemblies, we manually validated the correctness of all inactivating mutations in the six genes with available unassembled DNA sequencing reads. Of 415 inactivating mutations, 398 (96%) are present in a homozygous state in the sequenced individuals and 13 (3%) additional mutations are polymorphic, likely reflecting ongoing gene decay (Dataset S7). Next, we investigated whether inactivating mutations, and thus losses of these genes, are likely fixed in the respective species. Given that DNA sequencing data representing different populations of a species is often not available, we reasoned that inactivating mutations are likely fixed if they are shared with related sister species, as suggested by several examples in Fig. 2. Therefore, we manually inspected all lost genes in additional genomes of closely related species (Dataset S1). With the exception of PNLPRP1, which appears to be independently lost in the herbivorous naked mole rat and Damaraland mole rat, and RXFP4, the shared loss of which in myotis bats is less certain, we could confirm the presence of shared inactivating mutations for all other genes where sister species genomes are available (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Figs. S4 and S9–S14). This suggests that these gene losses are fixed in the respective herbivore or carnivore lineages.
To further corroborate gene loss, we performed selection rate analyses using RELAX (14). We found significant evidence of relaxed selection in all lost genes, with the exception of NR1I3 (Dataset S8). Finally, we used available gene expression data to ask whether the remnants of these genes are still expressed in tissues where expression of a functional gene would be expected. We found that PNLIPRP1 is not expressed in the pancreas of the Water buffalo (SI Appendix, Fig. S15), which is consistent with a previous study that did not detect the PNLIPRP1-encoded protein in the pancreas of cows and goats (15), two related ruminants that also lost the gene. Similarly, NR1I3 exhibits no relevant expression in the liver of cetaceans and Brandt’s myotis bat, which lost this gene (SI Appendix, Fig. S16). This indicates that the gene-loss species do not express these genes anymore in their respective tissues.

Together, validated inactivating mutations, the presence of shared inactivating mutations in closely related species, and patterns of relaxed selection show that PNLIPRP1 and SYCN are repeatedly inactivated in herbivores, and that INSL5, RXFP4, NOX1, and NR1I3 are repeatedly inactivated in carnivores. The relationship between these lost genes and dietary specializations is described in the following sections.

**Loss of Pancreatic Genes in Herbivores.** The exocrine pancreas plays an important role in digestion by secreting enzymes into the intestine. Adaptation to different diets might therefore influence physiological processes involving pancreatic genes. Our screen discovered that herbivores have repeatedly lost two pancreatic genes, SYCN and PNLIPRP1, which are expressed in pancreatic acinar cells (15, 16).

SYCN is exclusively lost in six independent herbivore lineages (Fig. 1). SYCN localizes to granules that contain inactive digestive enzyme precursors (zymogens) (16). Pancreatic acinar cells secrete these zymogens into the pancreatic duct that empties into the small intestine, where the enzymes are activated. To achieve a high secretory capacity, pancreatic acinar cells rely on compound exocytosis, a mechanism that involves the fusion of a zymogen granule with the apical plasma membrane (primary fusion) followed by fusion of other granules to this primary granule (secondary fusion event) (17). In SYCN knockout mice, the secretory capacity is reduced by half due to drastic reduction of secondary fusion events (18). Hence, SYCN is required for efficient compound exocytosis and necessary to achieve high rates of pancreatic secretion.

The reduced secretory capacity of the exocrine pancreas as a result of SYCN loss is likely related to the feeding habits of herbivores. Many herbivores are continuous grazers or browsers that spend many hours a day feeding (12–20 h for horses, 12–18 h for elephants, 6–12 h for goats). In contrast to carnivores that generally feed at irregular intervals and secrete large amounts of pancreatic juice during a meal, herbivores like horses, goats, and guinea pigs secrete pancreatic juice continuously, with no or little increase during feeding (19–21). Thus, the high secretory capacity mediated by compound exocytosis is not necessary for a broad range of herbivores, which may have permitted the loss of SYCN.

The second pancreatic gene, PNLIPRP1, is lost in eight herbivore lineages but only in two carnivore lineages (sperm whale and minke/bowhead whales, discussed below) (Fig. 1). Notably, while PNLIPRP1 in horse does not exhibit inactivating mutations, this pancreas-specific gene is not expressed in the pancreas of horses anymore (22).

While the PNLIPRP1-encoded pancreatic lipase related protein 1 (PLRP1) exhibits sequence similarity to the pancreatic triglyceride lipase (PTL), the key enzyme for efficient dietary
triglyceride digestion (23). PLRP1 does not have any detectable enzymatic lipase activity (24). Instead, PLRP1 acts as a competitive inhibitor for PTL activity by binding collapse with a similar affinity as PTL (24). Because PTL requires collapse for stabilizing the active enzyme conformation, PLRP1-mediated competition for collapse binding reduces the activity of PTL (23). Consequently, the loss of the inhibitor gene PNLIPRP1 should result in an increased PTL activity, which was demonstrated in a mouse knockout. Compared with wild-type mice, the pancreatic juice of knockout mice has a higher lipase activity, resulting in larger adipocytes and a twofold higher fat mass (25). Hence, the loss of the competitive PTL inhibitor gene PNLIPRP1 leads to an increased capacity for digesting dietary triglycerides, which may be beneficial for herbivores that typically consume a rather fat-poor diet. In addition to an increased fat mass, PNLIPRP1 knockout also impairs insulin sensitivity in these mice, especially when fed a high-fat diet (25), which likely explains the presence of this gene in most carnivores. Interestingly, the only two carnivore lineages that lost PNLIPRP1, sperm whale and bowhead whales, mostly feed on cephalopods and krill, which have a substantially lower triglyceride content (26, 27), similar to plant-based diets. This could explain why sperm, minke, and bowhead whale, but not the fish- and meat-eating bottlenose dolphin and killer whale or other carnivores lost PNLIPRP1.

**Loss of Food Intake and Glucose Homeostasis Regulating Genes in Carnivores.** In general, herbivorous diets are rich in carbohydrates and carnivorous diets are rich in proteins and fatty acids. These differences in dietary composition may be reflected by changes in signaling through gastrointestinal hormones that regulate various processes ranging from nutrient absorption, lipid, and glucose homeostasis to food intake (28). Our genomic screen discovered a hormone-receptor pair that has pleiotropic roles in appetite regulation and glucose homeostasis, INSL5 and RXFP4, in a number of independent lineages of carnivores (Fig. 1). INSL5 is a hormone that specifically binds to the G protein-coupled receptor encoded by RXFP4 (29). Both genes are highly expressed in the colon, where INSL5 is secreted by enteroendocrine L-cells (29, 30). First, consistent with a role in appetite regulation, INSL5 plasma levels depend on food intake. Specifically, INSL5 levels in wild-type mice increase during fasting or during prolonged calorie restriction, and decline after feeding (31). Furthermore, administration of INSL5 after fasting increased food intake in wild-type mice, but not in mice in which the INSL5 receptor RXFP4 is knocked out. These experiments suggested that INSL5 regulates food intake as an orexigenic (appetite stimulating) hormone through binding to its specific receptor RXFP4 (31). The loss of the appetite-stimulating hormone-receptor pair INSL5–RXFP4 in a number of carnivores could be related to differences in feeding patterns, given that carnivores generally feed at more irregular intervals compared with most herbivores.

Second, in addition to regulating appetite, INSL5 and RXFP4 have also been linked to glucose homeostasis. Cell line-based and mouse studies have shown that RXFP4 activation by INSL5 plays a regulatory role in glucose-stimulated insulin secretion in pancreatic β-cells, which express RXFP4 (32–34). Furthermore, the INSL5 hormone regulates glucose production (gluconeogenesis) in the liver (35). Thus, the repeated loss of both genes in carnivores may additionally be related to the lower carbohydrate content of their diet. To maintain sufficient glucose levels, carnivores such as cats and minks exhibit constant gluconeogenesis (36, 37). Thus, changes in glucose metabolism of carnivores may have rendered the need for INSL5–RXFP4-mediated regulation of glucose homeostasis obsolete. Interestingly, because gluconeogenesis is even active in cats and minks after feeding, where insulin is normally expected to suppress gluconeogenesis (36, 37), it is possible that there is a direct connection between the loss of the feeding-regulated INSL5 hormone that affects insulin secretion and the presence of constant gluconeogenesis. In summary, the loss of INSL5 and RXFP4 in carnivores may be related to both irregular feeding patterns and constant gluconeogenesis.

**Loss of the Innate Immunity Gene NOX1 in Carnivores.** Carnivores and herbivores do not only face different challenges related to digestion and metabolism, they also host different bacteria in their gut (3). Furthermore, carnivory is generally associated with less diverse gut microbiomes than herbivory (3). These gut microbiome differences may be reflected by alterations in the innate immune system, which in turn can also influence gut microbiome composition (38). Our genomic screen detected the loss of the innate immune gene NOX1 in four carnivore lineages (Fig. 1).

NOX1 encodes a transmembrane protein that is highly expressed in the colon epithelium (39). Like other NADPH oxidases, NOX1 facilitates the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) (39), and this activity has been linked to antimicrobial immune defense and restitution of the colon mucosa (innermost layer of cells in the colon that is exposed to the gut microbiome). Supporting a function in antimicrobial immune response, ROS production by NOX1 can be induced by bacterial lipopolysaccharides and flagellin or by immune system cytokines, such as IFN-γ (40–42). NOX1 knockout mice further revealed a function of NOX1 in wound healing and restitution of the colon mucosa (43, 44). The antimicrobial defense and mucosal restitution functions of NOX1 are likely related. Pathogenic bacteria invade the colon mucosa, which causes inflammation. The inflammatory response would then trigger ROS generation by NOX1 to kill pathogenic bacteria and activate wound-healing pathways. Hence, NOX1 plays important roles at the intersection between the host and its microbiome.

The loss of NOX1 might be related to differences between herbivorous and carnivorous gut microbiomes. For example, carnivores typically possess half the bacterial species diversity than herbivores (3). Exposure to less diverse bacterial communities in the carnivore gut may have led to a decreased selection pressure to preserve NOX1 in carnivores.

**Loss of Detoxification Genes in Carnivores.** Herbivorous mammals possess a variety of receptors and enzymes to cope with potentially toxic, plant-derived xenobiotics in their diet (45). Because a carnivorous diet does not provide large amounts of plant-derived xenobiotics, detoxification genes are less important for carnivores. Our genomic screen detected the convergent loss of NR1I3 in three independent carnivore lineages (Fig. 1). NR1I3 encodes one of the major xenobiotic receptors. Interestingly, while not meeting our strict screening criteria, the functionally related NR1I2 gene is also lost in two carnivore lineages (cetaceans and shrew) (SI Appendix, Fig. S17 and Dataset S4). NR1I3 and NR1I2 are primarily expressed in the liver and intestine, and activate a large number of cytochrome P450 and other xenobiotic metabolizing enzymes, including UGT1A6 (46). Similar to NR1I3, the remnants of NR1I2 are not expressed in the liver of cetaceans (SI Appendix, Fig. S18). The loss of NR1I3 and NR1I2 suggests that key components of the hepatic and intestinal xenobiotic pathway are lost in several carnivores, which could be related to a lower exposure to plant-derived xenobiotics in a carnivorous diet.

**Discussion**

By performing a systematic genomic screen for convergent gene losses in independent herbivore and carnivore lineages, we identified several previously unknown gene losses that are related to three aspects of dietary specialization: (i) dietary composition, (ii) feeding pattern, and (iii) gut microbiome diversity. First, given that herbivorous diets are generally rich in carbohydrates and plant-derived xenobiotics while carnivorous diets are generally rich in proteins and fats, the loss of PNLIPRP1, INSL5, RXFP4, and NR1I3 is likely associated with key differences in dietary composition. The triglyceride digestion inhibitor gene PNLIPRP1 protects from adverse consequences of excessive digestion and absorption of fatty acids, a function that is likely less important for herbivores than for carnivores. In contrast, the...
glucose homeostasis-regulating function of INS5 and RFFP4 may not be important for carnivores, especially for the species that exhibit constant gluconeogenesis. Similarly, the loss of the xenobiotic receptors NR1I3, and also NR1I2, in carnivores reflects reduced amounts of plant-derived xenobiotics in their diets. Second, the loss of INS5, RFFP4, and SYCN could be related to differences in feeding patterns. In general, carnivores feed at more irregular intervals than herbivores. These differences may have contributed to the repeated carnivore-associated loss of INS5 and RFFP4 given that both genes are also involved in regulating appetite. In contrast, while SYCN, a gene required for efficient pancreatic zymogen secretion, is important for carnivores that feed at irregular intervals, this gene is less relevant for herbivores with regular feeding patterns and continuous zymogen secretion. Third, the carnivore-associated loss of the gastrointestinal host-defense gene NOXI is likely related to a different composition and lower diversity of the gut microbiome of carnivores. Given that microbiome research has been recognized as an important field of study, not only in evolution and ecology but also in medicine (3, 47), the loss of NOXI in carnivores may offer new insights into how the genes encoded by the mammalian host interact with and shape its gut microbiome.

Relaxed or no selection to maintain the respective gene function is likely a major factor that explains the gene losses detected here. For example, similar to the previously reported loss of taste receptor genes in mammals that swallow their prey whole (6, 7), the “use it or lose it” principle probably also applies to the loss of detoxification genes in carnivores. However, during evolution, gene loss can also be beneficial under certain circumstances (9, 48), although after longer evolutionary time periods it is not possible to infer which mutation was initially adaptive. Gene loss can proceed via different trajectories. For example, a regulatory mutation can initially abolish gene expression, after which neutral, reading frame-inactivating mutations can accumulate over time. One such case is a promoter mutation of the glyceride lipase inhibitor gene PNLIPRP1 in herbivorous species that might represent an adaptation for herbivores to efficiently digest dietary triglycerides, which could be an advantage for herbivores whose diet contains a lower amount of dietary fat (51). This gene was also used to rule out that an intact copy of the lost gene exists in the mammalian host interact with and shape its gut microbiome.

Our genomic screen not only highlights the need for further studies to address how the loss of the above-described genes affects physiology and metabolism in these natural knockout species, but it also revealed additional less well-characterized genes whose preferential loss in herbivores or carnivores could be related to dietary changes. For example, the PHGR1 gene ranks third in our screen for carnivore-associated gene losses (SI Appendix, Fig. S19). The PHGR1 protein is specifically expressed in secretory goblet cells and absorptive enterocytes of the intestines, where it might be involved in vesicle-mediated transport (52); however, its exact function has not been characterized yet. Other examples are the two phospholipase A2 genes, PLA2G2A and PLA2G2C, that are preferentially lost in carnivores (SI Appendix, Figs. S20 and S21). While automatic pathway annotations suggest that both genes are involved in the metabolism of arachidonic acid, a fatty acid that is abundant in meat, this function has not been experimentally demonstrated, and instead a role in inflammatory responses has been suggested for PLA2G2A (53). Finally, we detected the convergent loss of the RNA virus receptor gene DDX58 in all cetaceans, the star-nosed mole, and capo golden mole (SI Appendix, Fig. S22). While DDX58 is known to detect rotaviruses in the intestine (54), it is not obvious how this gene loss relates to a carnivorous diet. Therefore, additional functional studies are required to understand if and how the evolutionary loss of these genes is related to dietary specialization.

In conclusion, convergent gene losses provide new insights into a classic ecological question from a molecular perspective. More generally, our study highlights how comparative genomics can shed light on biological processes that changed in obligate herbivores or carnivores, which extends our understanding of how similar dietary specializations evolved repeatedly in placental mammals.

Materials and Methods

Detailed descriptions of GO enrichment, selection rate, and expression data analyses are provided in SI Appendix.

Detection of Gene Loss Events. We used a previously developed pipeline to systematically detect gene-inactivating mutations (9). To overcome assembly and alignment issues and address evolutionary exon–intron structure changes, this pipeline: (i) distinguishes assembly gaps from real deletions (55), (ii) re-aligns coding exons with CESAR to consider reading frame and splice site information (56, 57), (iii) excludes paralogous protein sequences from alignments, and (iv) considers all principal or alternative APPRIS isoforms of a gene (58). As input, we used a whole-genome alignment between the human hg38 genome assembly (reference) and the genome assemblies of other (query) placental mammals (10), and the human Ensembl v90 gene annotation (59). We excluded olfactory receptors whose relationship to dietary specializations has been investigated previously (60), and thus considered a total of 16,135 genes.

We used the positions of inactivating mutations to compute the maximum percentage of the reading frame that remains intact (%intact). For example, a 90% intact reading frame can arise by an inactivating mutation that is close to the N or C terminus. Given that conserved genes can have inactivating mutations close to the N or C terminus (56), we considered genes with %intact ≥ 90% as conserved. Genes with %intact ≤ 60% have one or more mutations in the middle, which indicates that these genes cannot encode a functional protein anymore, and are considered as lost.

Screening for Diet-Related Convergent Gene Losses. We adopted the Forward Genomics approach (61, 62) and screened for genes where %intact is generally lower in one group compared with the other group (9). To identify herbivore-associated gene losses, we searched for genes where at least 10% of the herbivore species have lost the gene (%intact ≤ 60%), while at least 80% of the carnivore species have an intact gene (%intact ≥ 90%). We required that the gene-loss herbivore species belong to at least three independent lineages. An analogous approach was applied to identify convergent gene losses in carnivores. We excluded genes that were only lost in carnivores with poor vision (cape golden mole, star-nosed mole, pangolin, and insectivorous bats) as such gene losses may be related to vision but not diet.

Gene Loss Validation. First, we validated the correctness of stop codon and frameshift mutations with unassembled DNA reads provided by the National Center for Biotechnology Information Sequence Read Archive or Trace Archive (63), as previously described (64, 65). Second, we manually verified that each lost gene is located in the ancestral synteny context by inspecting the pair-wise alignment chains in the University of California, Santa Cruz Genome Browser (66) for the presence of up- and downstream genes. This examination of the genomic fragment harboring the lost gene was also used to rule out that an intact copy of the lost gene exists elsewhere in the genome. Third, in addition to the genomes provided by the whole-genome alignment (10), we manually investigated for the six
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